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[ ] MOBI format was originally an extension of the PalmDOC format by adding certain HTML like tags to the data.. However, if the PRC file has Digital Rights Management, the Kindle cannot open it.. There are no sources quoted as far as I can tell, but the take-away is that MOBI is an extension or prc and some features are not supported by most
readers.. ( ) MOBI is the format used by the MobiPocket Reader It may have a mobi extension or it may have a.

This highly compressed format facilitates the storage of different representations of a 3D model.. Many MOBI formatted documents still use this form However there is also a high compression version of this file format that compresses data to a larger degree in a proprietary manner.. This makes the Kindle capable of displaying PRC files without
having to convert them to another format.
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PRC (Product Representation Compact) is a 3D file format that can be used to embed 3D data in a PDF file.. PRC files are almost identical to the AZW files that Amazon uses for Kindle books.. prc extension The extension can be changed by the user to either of the accepted forms.. There are some third party programs that can read the eBooks in the
original MOBI format but there are only a few third party program that can read the eBooks in the new compressed form.
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